
Name:_________________________

Yesterday we talked a bit about measuring.  We can measure in metric units and in 
imperial units.

Circle all the metric units you see

hectometer! inch! meter! ! foot! yard! ! mile! ! kilometer!

ounce!! pound!! gram! milligram! ! hectogram! centiliter

decagram! ! decimeter! ! fluid ounce! ! pint! ! liter

millimeter! ! quart! ! milliliter! ! kiloliter! kilogram

how do you know they are metric?! ___________________________________

Categorize these measurements into groups based on what type of thing they measure.  

group 2

     

group 3
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group 1



Now, within each group, can you determine which quantity is the biggest? Smallest?  
Where the rest of them go in between?
*Feel free to use google, ask Siri, work together, to figure it out....*

Group 1:_____________________

Biggest Unit

Smallest Unit
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Group 2:_____________________

Biggest Unit

Smallest Unit
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Group 3:_____________________

Biggest Unit

Smallest Unit
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Length 
This is used to measure ONE dimension.  We can use meter sticks, measuring tapes, 
rulers, calipers/micrometers (and other instruments) to measure the distance between 
two points.

There are rulers in the top filing cabinet drawer.  Measure the length of these line 
segments in cm, mm, and inches.

A! ! ! ! B! ! ! ! ! C

Segment cm mm inches

A

B

C

Which segment was the hardest to measure?  ______ 

Why? _________________________________________________________________

How exact are your measurements?  ! Very exact!    so-so! I just guessed

How can you improve the precision of your measurements?

_____________________________________________________________________
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What Unit Would You Use To Measure....

A) the distance between Kingston and Toronto ______________

B) the mass of an orange _______________

C) the amount of water that can fit in your kettle _____________

D) the temperature outside today ______________

E) the length of a farmer’s field _______________

F) the surface area of Lake Ontario that is covered with ice ______________

G) the amount of water in a swimming pool ______________

H) the amount of water in a fish tank ________________

I) the distance to the moon ______________

J) the mass of a single pouch of sugar free kool-aid _____________

K) the distance one runner travels in a relay race  ______________

L) how high you can jump ___________ (you can try this one out)

M) how high a flea can jump _____________

N) how loud you can scream ________________ (don’t actually do it please)

O) the atmospheric pressure you are experiencing today ___________

P) the temperature at which you’d bake a cake _____________ 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! (that cake reference was for Justin and George)
Q) how high the CN Tower is _________

R) how fast the space shuttle goes during take off _______

S) how long it takes you to say the alphabet ________ (I wonder about this one)

T) how fast you go on your bike downhill _________

U) wind speed in a tornado _________

V) the thickness of a human hair ________
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How are your estimating skills?  Take your best guess at the values.  You can 
research the answers afterward to check how close you were.

Quantity Estimate Real Value (or range)

the distance between Kingston and Toronto

the mass of an orange 

the amount of water that can fit in your kettle

the temperature outside today

the length of a farmer’s field

the surface area of Lake Ontario that is 
covered with ice

the amount of water in a swimming pool

the amount of water in a fish tank

the distance to the moon

the mass of a single pouch of sugar free 
kool-aid

the distance one runner travels in a relay 
race

how high you can jump 

how high a flea can jump

how loud you can scream

the atmospheric pressure you are 
experiencing today

the temperature at which you’d bake a cake

how high the CN Tower is

how fast the space shuttle goes during take 
off

how long it takes you to say the alphabet

how fast you go on your bike downhill

wind speed in a tornado

the thickness of a human hair
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Now, for a real world measuring challenge:  Measure your desk.  Use METRIC units of 
your choice.

A) Length of the side facing you ______________________

B) Width of the desk  ___________________________

(Is your desk surface a square? ! Y! / ! N! )

C) Thickness of the surface of your desk!____________

D) Height that the top surface is from the ground ____________

E) Choose one of the legs of your desk.  
! Measure the dimensions of that leg.  
! Draw a diagram to show what you chose to measure, and what the values were.  
! ! *use your ruler to draw the diagram*

F) How many desks could fit in your classroom?  (think of a few ways to answer the 
question.  Explain your thinking)
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